THE RAPE OF AMERICA
By the Federal Reserve and Wall Street Banksters

The Banksters have deliberately and systematically
destroyed the once vibrant Middle Class that was
the bedrock of moral and just institutions. Through
thievery and usury, the Banksters have transferred
the Middle Class wealth through debt and banker
fraudulent schemes as they get away with it and in
turn receive millions in bonuses for doing so.

They have taken the brightest and strongest for their
Banker Wars abroad and false wars of terror and drug in
America. They have defiled the youth at home with their
imported drugs, sex, immorality and rebellion. The latest
generation is less educated, more on medication,
addicted, sicker and going through gender identity crises.

They have legalized the
murder of nearly 70
million unborn and sell
their body parts at a
profit. Their tissue and
by-produces are used
for consumer goods and
research .They also
exploit innocence with
their global sex trade of
minors to satiate their
immoral appetite for
pedophilia.
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Nearly 1/3 of the total USA population is under some type of
federal assistance program. The aim is to have all the population
dependent on the government of sustenance and/or benefits
with conditions that will foment unconditional support of any
government policy and/or agendas such as forced vaccination,
relocation, gun confiscation, political
allegiance, etc.

The Banksters funded the African slave trade to
the Americas for fee labor as they do White
slavery. They currently are fomenting the divide
and conquer tactic to cause racial hatred and
destabilize the society to peg one race, one
class against the other. This racial divide could
be one of the flashpoints that will lead to a
Martial Law scenario.

They have monopolized all power, media, government
(Judicial, Legislative and Executive), education, the military
and economy in America. They have usurped absolute power
to divide and conquer the Christian heritage of the nation by
promoting decadence, debauchery and perversion. They have
raped America of its resources, human and natural based on
their greed and evil quest to enslave all the nations of Humanity.
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The Banksters control the immigration policy
that encourages illegal immigration to delude
the homogeneous population for one. They
use the ploy of divide and conquer to exhaust
resources. They exploit their cheap labor and
foment resentment, bigotry and discord to
diminish the majority rule.

The Banksters have virtually declared war on
White America , in particular against white
males. More so this assault is on the
Evangelical Christian identity that stands for
the Biblical definition of marriage, justice and
morality. They seek to peg the races against
each other as a distraction from their agenda
to totally subvert the national psyche of the
nation and the social mores to control and
dominate every aspect of one’s life.
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